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mission
We think the digital space can be better.  

It needs to be better—for users, for publishers. And definitely for Advertisers.

The digitial space has gotten confused. So much of the digital experience is redundant. 

Data and exchanges, systems and platforms have become walled off from each other. 

All the information is out there, it’s just siloed.  Many apps out there are doing the same thing. 

Or apps that would be better combined, aren’t. 

Openverse is out to bring it all together. To make it better.
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product

Geo
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Short copy about the belief of
Openverse in a nutshell.
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Open
Innovation

Short copy about the belief of
Openverse in a nutshell.

aesthetic
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Short copy about the belief of
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Product

geo-engagement
Geo is where we’re at. 

It’s where everyone is because we are all somewhere. In space. 

We’re talking to people, we’re doing things, seeing things, exploring. 

The world is physical. Our lives are physical. The digital space can make the 

physical space better. We can discover more, experience more if we just had

the ‘digital/social overlay wherever we were. That’s what we do. 

We bring geo-engagement right down to where you are in the real world.

Because that’s where it’s at.
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Belief

open innovation
Open is our core belief. This is what drive us. It’s in our name.

Openess allow things to come together. From open doors, open hearts to open minds. 

By being open we can interact, exchange, learn and build upon each other.

Openverse is built on an open-source platform. 

That means at our core we are open to innovation, expansion, adoption.  

Everyone can add their creativity. Everyone is invited to. 

There’s no closed platforms. No barriers. No limits.

Yes, our vision is to build an open platform that can expand and encompass

the entire digital universe. That’s why we are called Openverse.
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Aesthetic

simplfied encouragment
The idea is simple: integrate content from publishers, users and advertisers. 

Yet it’s a simple idea with complex variables of parts and pieces. 

So our tone and messaging is succinct and precise. 

We do not overwhelm our customers and users.

The voice of the brand is simple, soothing and encouraging. 

A little breezy and maybe a little heavy on the ‘step by step.’ 

We communicate in short sentences often with single-word headlines. 

We use icons and diagrams to clarify. We use the interface examples to inspire.

Yes, it’s that simple.



geo-speak

Yes, we like Geo. We use it alot as a hyphenated prefix. 
As a Geo-CMS, all the things our robust systems does like engagement, tags and
trending take on new meaning when posted to a  map. Therefore, common words 
and ideas in the digital space take on new meaning in Openverse .

Geo-Blogging
Traditional blogging where the experinece is enhanced with
location-based content, i.e. restaurant reviews

Geo-Publishing
News articles and events posted where they occured/will occur.

Geo-Advertising
Advertising that targets a specific location.

Geo-Discovery
Map-based content that enables users to discover whats in
his/her proximity.

Geo-Virality
Visualization of content shared and going viral on a map

Geo-Engagement

Geo-Interactivity
Users interacting with a physical location, 
i.e.: a location-based game or self-guided tour.

Geo-Trending
Ability to pinpoint the location of where a trend originates.

Geo-Marking 
Tagging and marking locations for later data/comparison 
purposes, i.e.: real estate, agriculture

Geo-Immersion
Creating a 360 publishing, social sharing and advertising
experience at a location, i.e.: sporting events, music festivals

Geo-Sharing
Sharing events and happenings where you are with your
network of friends.
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Gotham Family
The Gotham font family is the typeface of Openverse. The two primary 

fonts used are Gotham Light and Gotham Bold. Gotham Light Italic is 

used for empahsis. Book and Medium are rarely used.

Headlines and subheads

Gotham Bold
ABCEDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Text copy

Gotham Light
ABCEDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Emphasis

Gotham Light Italic
ABCEDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890
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Aesthetic: typography



clean and light
Keep is visually simple. Lots of white space. Easy on the eyes. 

Use simple charts and visuals when needed. Show the interface though

case-studies to demonstrate functionality and product potential.
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Aesthetic: imagery

laptops

mobile/tablets

IOT/wearable devices
SmartTVs

first aistadium
webcam

fansjumbotron media external
events

shuttles hotels
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The ‘Lifesaver’

This is the distinctive mark of the Openverse logo. 
It’s sybolism is both literal and metaphor.

• It is an ‘O’ that has been opened up.
• The negative space is a plus sign, positivity.
•  The four elements represents the key four plugins 

of the Openverse system.

Color: Eternity Blue

Aesthetic: Primary Logo

R: 0
G: 117
B: 222

PMS C: 0
M: 117
Y: 222
K:
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Logo on white background
Use only the blue logo on a white field.

Logo on colored background.
The Openverse logo should appear on blue or black fields only.
On black, the logo is blue, do not use white on a black field.

Aesthetic: Primary Logo usage
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Use this Logomark
on any background

Use this Logomark
on white backgrounds only

Aesthetic: Secondary Logomark



Prodcut Suite Logos
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Social engagment plugin
 

location-based CMS plugin

Analytics plugin

Businesses and Events profile plugin

Advertising plugin

Ecommerce hubs themes and 
plugin extensions. 

??
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Aesthetic: key icons

Advertiser

Advertising IconSmile Icon

User

User Icon

Publisher

Publisher Icon



Color Palette
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Rain Cloud Gray

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

Eternity Blue

R: 0
G: 117
B: 222

Sunshine Yellow

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

Pennant Orange

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

Burnt Orange

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

Airfield Green

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

Sky Blue

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0
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Thank You!”


